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Abstract. A systematic study of the doubly differential cross sections for the electron emis- 
sion occurring in fast strongly asymmetric collisions is presented. Protons and atomic hyd- 
rogen (0.5 MeV) were collided with the heavy targets krypton and xenon under single 
collision conditions. The ejected electrons were observed at laboratory angles in the range 
0'<8,5180"and with energies E,from 25 to 1400eV. 
In addition to the familiar strong ejection in the forward direction (0,%0') arising 
from capture and loss to continuum states there is pronounced emission in the backward 
hemisphere for the case of atomic hydrogen projectiles. This.is accompanied by large varia- 
tions in the angular dependent singly differential cross section and in the energy and width 
of the electron loss peak as measured at particular angles These Rudtuations in the ability 
of a heavy target to ionize the structured projectile are a manifestation of a Ramsauer- 
Townsend efect and can be understood within the framework of quasi-free electron scatter- 
ing by the target potential. We give a relativistic quantum mechanical model based on the 
electron impact approximation which shows good agreement with experiment for these 
strongly asymmetric collision systems. 
1. Introduction 
The interaction of structured projectiles with heavy target atoms can lead to excitation 
and ionization of both projectile and target, as well as charge exchange. Here we wish 
to focus attention on the ionization of fast atomic hydrogen by the heavy targets 
krypton and xenon. A number of similar studies are referenced in Hartley and Waiters 
(1987), Kovkr et al (1988), DuBois and Manson (1990) and Kuzel et a! (1992) but 
theoretical analysis of the problem is made difficult by the inability of almost all experi- 
ments to separate the singly inelastic (SI) from the doubly inelastic (DI) contributions 
to the measured signal (Bates and Griffing 1954). Montenegro etal ( I  992) have attacked 
this problem experimentally and there have also been two recent theoretical attempts 
(JakubaDa-Amundsen 1992, Wang et PI 1992) to incorporate the DI channel into the 
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theory for backward emission angles. These have shown considerable success for fast 
Ha and He' impacting light targets but dificulties remain in the case of argon where 
calculations of the singly inelastic channel alone can overpredict the experimental signal. 
Adding a contribution from the DI channel exacerbates the problem, particularly for 
Het projectiles, even if care is taken to restrict target ionization to the valence electrons 
only (JakubalJa-Amundsen 1993). We have not specifically attempted to resolve this 
difficulty with the SI and DI contributions here but rather sought to gain some under- 
standing of the systematics involved. By using even heavier targets we seek to determine 
whether the theoretical overprediction simply becomes worse as the number of target 
electrons increases and to what extent shell effects are important. 
The simplest structured projectile Ho (0.5 MeV), predominantly in the ground state, 
was collided with Kr and Xe and the emitted electrons observed over the complete 
angular range Oo<0,<180" and an energy range from 25eV to 1400eV. Because we 
wrished to direct our major interest upon the ionization of the projectile we repeated 
all measurements with an Ht beam of the same energy. The doubly and singly differen- 
tial cross sections for both projectiles are compared. We assume that the pure target 
ionization caused by Ho and Hi is the same, apart from possible screening effects at 
the lowest energies, so that the difference in the two signals arises from projectile 
electrons alone. It is known that the electrons lost by the projectile give rise to the 
broad 'electron loss peak' (Wilson and Toburen 1973, Burch e/  a1 1973, Drepper and 
Briggs 1976) which reflects the Compton profile of their initial bound state. For very 
small emission angles O f t  0" relative to the projectile motion it has a cusp shape because 
of the final-state interaction with the projectile nucleus. The intensity of the electron 
loss peak decreases rapidly with larger emission angles due to the need for higher 
momentum transfer to the electron. However, our data show large variations in the 
angular dependence of the projectile ionization cross sections in the backward hemi- 
sphere (0,>90"). These variations are similar to those found for free electron elastic 
scattering from heavy targets (Ramsauer 1921, Townsend and Bailey 1922, McCarthy 
e! ai 1977) but there are significant and interesting differences caused by the initial 
binding to the proton. 
We employed a relativistic prescription of the electron impact approximation (EIA) 
(JakubaOa 1980, JakubaDa-Amundsen 1992) to calculate electron loss cross sections. 
In the EIA, the final electronic state is described by a target scattering eigenstate such 
that electron loss is treated in terms of quasielastic scattering of the projectile electron 
on the target potential. The comparison of our measured absolute doubly differential 
cross sections for electron emission with the EIA allows a sensitive test of this theoretical 
model. 
2. Experiment 
The experiments were performed at the 2.5 MV Van de Graaff accelerator at the Institut 
fur Kemphysik of the J W Goethe University, Frankfurt. We used a primary beam 
consisting of 1 .O MeV H i  molecules which entered a gas cell (air at 4 x IO-' mbar) after 
passing through the bending magnet. Some fraction ( x  1%) of these molecules were 
thereby dissociated into H' and neutral Ho each with an energy 0.5 MeV. The fraction 
of neutral HZ molecules produced is negligible at this energy. At the exit of the cell 
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental apparatus. 
(figure 1) a strong electric field ( 2 5  kV cm-') deflected any charged components out 
of the beam path. A second electric field 0.5 m in front of the target further reduced 
the amount of charged beam components, so that finally more than 98% of the projec- 
tiles were neutral and in the ground state (Bethe and Salpeter 1957). Two pairs of 
apertures collimated the beam to a diameter of 0.6 mm in the interaction region where 
it was intersected by a directed gas jet target. The outgoing projectiles were stripped 
by a thin carbon foil (20pg cm-') and then collected in a biassed Faraday cup. Foils 
were checked against pinholes using an electron gun. The gas target density was con- 
trolled by a capacitance manometer driving a magnetic valve. To monitor the stability of 
the target density a surface barrier detector recorded projectiles which were Rutherford 
scattered at Io" relative to the beam axis. 
The apertures of the electrostatic cylindrical mirror electron spectrometer (Bernardi 
et uf 1988) were chosen to combine good energy and angular resolution (AE/E= 3.14%, 
A8= 1.67") with high transmission. The spectrometer can be rotated under vacuum to 
analyse electrons emitted at angles Oo</3,< 180", except for two instrumentally 
shadowed areas between 63" and 87" and between 93" and 1 17". A set of three mutually 
perpendicular Helmholtz coils reduced the Earth's magnetic field to about 3% of its 
normal value. The electron spectra were taken by increasing the spectrometer voltage 
in steps of 2 V ( x  3.25 eV) and normalizing each channel to a fixed accumulated charge 
in the Faraday cup. 
We also measured spectra for proton impact on Kr, where no projectile ionization 
can occur, to determine the magnitude of the 'pure' target ionization which contributes 
to our electron spectra in the case of hydrogen impact. To obtain absolute values for 
the doubly differential cross sections (d2u/dE,dQ,) we measured spectra for the colli- 
sion system Hi (0.5 MeV) + Ar and normalized to the absolute data given by Rudd et 
a1 (1976). In this way we could obtain the transmission and detector efficiency for the 
spectrometer system. To deduce the number density of the Kr and Xe targets relative 
to Ar we made use of the Rutherford scattered projectiles which were detected during 
the experiment. The absolute uncertainties in our doubly differential cross sections 
(DDCS) due to the normalization method and statistical errors are 80% for both the 
krypton and xenon target. The relative errors between individual electron spectra and 
in the singly differential cross sections (du/dQ) are less than 20%. 
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3. Theory 
The basic concept of the electron impact approximation is an exact treatment of the 
final-state interaction between the ejected projectile electron and the multielectron target 
in the elastic channel. This is accomplished by choosing a target scattering eigenstate 
for the electronic final state, at the expense of neglecting the influence of the projectile 
core field. For the strongly asymmetric collision systems considered here such a prescrip- 
tion is reasonable for electrons emitted at angles e,&20° with respect to the beam 
direction. 
The theoretical model is a relativistic extension of the EIA theory developed for 
light targets (JakubaDa-Amundsen 1992) and we shall only briefly discuss the two 
contributions to the electron loss cross section, the singly inelastic and the doubly 
inelastic parts. 
3.1. Singly inelastic ( S I )  contribution 
For hydrogen impact, the dominant contribution to electron loss originates from colli- 
sions which leave the target in its ground state. The amplitude for the transition of the 
projectile electron from the initial bound state yp to a target scattering state y.7 is, in 
lowest order in the electron-projectile core coupling, given by (in atomic units) 
J 
where VT is the effective electron-target interaction averaged w e r  the ground state 
configuration $7 of the target electrons. We introduce the relativistic amplitude for 
elastic scattering of an electron (with momentum k and scattering angle 0 )  from the 
target (Landau and Lifschitz 1970) 
f,(k,B)=A+Bva 
where Y is a unit vector perpendicular to the scattering plane, a is the spin vector of 
the electron, 6 ,  (with x=Ifor x>O and x = - I -  1 for x < O )  are the phaseshifts and PI 
and P: the Legendre polynomials and associated functions, respectively. The doubly 
differential cross section for electrons ejected with energy E ~ = k j / 2  into the solid angle 
do, (in the target reference frame) can be written in the following way 
In  this expression E: is the initial-state energy and o the collision velocity. Hence, 
electron loss is described by quasielastic electron scattering from the target folded with 
the momentum distribution q$ of the initial bound state. Quasielasticity is accounted 
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for by means of the on-shell prescription (Hartley and Walters 1987) 
. e iq-k/i k=max(q, k/) sm -=- 
2 2k fdq, k/ ) z.L(k, 0) 
From (3.3) it is readily seen that the cross section is peaked near q=u, 
energy 
E,= E:+ u2/2. 
(3.4) 
e. near an 
(3.5) 
The shape of this electron loss peak is basically determined by the momentum distribu- 
tion of the initial state, but it is also influenced by the rapid variation of the elastic 
scattering amplitude (JakubaBa-Amundsen 1993). 
For unpolarized electrons an average over the spin directions has to be performed 
such that the elastic scattering cross section reduces to 
The SI cross section then acquires the final form 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
with qm,n.c= (EI- E:+ 3/2)/v. The peaking approximation applied earlier for helium 
targets (JakubaOa-Amundsen 1992) would not be sufficiently accurate at backward 
emission angles for very heavy targets because the scattering cross section (3.6) varies 
strongly with energy and angle. Therefore, (3.7) is used without additional approxima- 
tions, a fairly simple procedure in the case of this SI contribution since only a single 
momentum integral is involved. 
3.2. Doubly inelastic ( D I )  contribution 
At low electron ejection energies there is a significant contribution to electron loss 
arising from the simultaneous ionization of projectile and target. In the second-order 
Bom approximation the transition amplitude for this DI process is given by 
(3.8) 
where 47 and +; respectively denote the ground state and final state configuration of 
the target electrons. The first term, where electron loss is mediated by the projectile 
electron-target electron coupling V,. is the 'coherent' projectile-target ionization. The 
second term describes the 'incoherent' projectile-target ionization. Here the projectile 
electron is ejected by means of V,, while target ionization is caused by the interaction 
Vp, with the projectile core field. In the intermediate state the projectile electron propa- 
gates in the target potential, i.e. Go/=(i&-HT- re- VT+is)-' where T, is the kinetic 
energy of the projectile electron and HT the electronic Hamiltonian of the target atom. 
For emission angles above 30" a high momentum transfer to the projectile electron is 
required and hence an additional coherent contribution to the second order term 
(JakubaBa-Amundsen 1992) is neglected. For the same reason the first order coherent 
projectile-target ionization is also small. Restricting ourselves to the contribution from 
a,i DI - _. 1 s  d t (~~y; /~~. l~~y.P)- iSdi (Q:~; lVRGo/VTI~~y:)  
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the incoherent projectile-target ionization and considering only ionization of the valence 
electrons, which is much more important than excitation to bound states or ionization 
of the inner electrons, the doubly differential DI cross section for a one-electron projectile 
is found from 
-=e; dzuD1 1 dxr dqS(AE;+ E,- E ~ + u ~ / ~ - ~ u )  
dE,dQ, 4z4v 
(3.9) 
with Z, the projeciile nuclear charge and A and B from (3.2). The state 9; is a single 
particle target vaIence state and the sum runs over all valence states n. AEA is the target 
excitation energy and fp; a target continuum state with momentum XT, VT denoting the 
electron coordinate in the target reference frame. In (3.9) we have not made the closure 
approximation used in previous work (Kuzel et ai 1992). Such a closure approximation 
would imply an equal participation of all target electrons to the excitation process in 
the case of large momentum transfer and would strongly overestimate the cross section 
for very heavy targets. 
Just as in the case of the SI cross section (3.3), the D! cross section is governed by the 
quasielastic electron scattering from the target folded with the initial state momentum 
distribution. In addition one has to fold with the target excitation function Fr(s) and 
this makes (3.9) sensitive to the phase of the scattering amplitudef,. From the Fourier 
transformed projectile field, proportional to l/?, and from qf(q-u-s)  one can infer 
that the DI cross section is also peaked near q= U. but the corresponding energy 
vZ - 
E," E:+ -- AET (3.10) 
is smaller. Here mT is a mean target excitation energy. This implies that the electron 
loss peak is shifted to a smaller energy when the DI contribution is included. 
For Kr and Xe targets the spin-flip scattering amplitude B turns out to be small 
and can safely be neglected. Unfortunately, (3.9) involves two momentum integrals and 
its exact evaluation is computationalty difficult. For this DI contribution we did resort 
to the earlier peaking approximation (JakubaBa-Amundsen 1992) which relies on the 
fact that the s integrals in (3.9) are dominated by the functional dependence of the 




where qmin.i=AE3;r/v+qmin.e.p=qL+(AE;,/v)er and a, is the angular part ofxT. The 
z-axis e: is taken along the beam direction and q L  and sL denote the components 
perpendicular to e,. The peaking approximation improves as qy becomes more strongly 
peaked, i.e. the lighter the projectile. Strictly speaking it is, however, rather poor when 
the scattering amplitude (3.2) is a strongly varying function of electron momentum. 
We have found that a tentative application to the SI cross section (3.7) would lead 
to a drastic overprediction of the Ramsauer-Townsend effect. Although the peaking 
approximation applied in (3.1 I )  is not as severe as it would be if used in (3.7) we 
recognise the limited accuracy of this DI contribution at backward angles for heavy 
targets. 
1 I&, q)  = 2-3i2&s’2 dsl 7 qy(q- s - IJ) J s  
3.3. Numerical details 
In order to determine the relativistic phaseshifts 6, the radial Dirac equation for the 
large ( F = r f )  and small (G=rg) component of the target scattering eigenstate has to 
be solved 
g+EF-- (E+mc2-  1 V,)G=O 
dr  r c 
dG x 1 
dr r c 
G + - ( E - ~ -  v T )  F = O  
subject to the initial conditions in r + 0: 





G= -_  - 
c 1-2x 
where E= (k2c2 + m2c4))’” is the total energy. 
the radial wavefunction for large r 
As in the non-relativistic case the phaseshifts are extracted from the behaviour of 
1 sin(kr-l;+ 6%). 
&E k 
F- t  (3.14) 
The effective target field VT is composed of the relativistic static potential and 
the polarization field. For krypton we have used the analytic fit to the Hartree-Fock 
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potential from Strand and Bonham (1964), such that 
where 2, is the target nuclear charge and a,, bi, ai and p, are the f i t  parameters. For 
the polarization field, the dipole polarizability is a= 16.75 (Miller and Bederson 1977), 
the first ionization threshold is A=O.515 and the low-energy cut-off parameter ko has 
been set to I .4 in order to obtain phaseshifts close to the ones from ab-initio calculations 
(Sin Fai Lam 1982, McEachran and Stauffer 1984). (All parameters are in atomic 
units.) 
For xenon we have found that the exact phaseshifts (Sin Fai Lam 1982, Sienkiewicz 
and Baylis 1991) are best reproduced by the following combination of two potentials 
where ro-3 is the point of intersection. V,(r) is the optimized one-electron potential 
for Xe’ (with a -I/r tail) from Aashamar ef U/ (1978) which includes the polarization 
effects. Because the tail-corrected potential appropriate for neutral Xe becomes inaccu- 
rate at large r we have used the exponential fit to the static potential from Cox and 
Bonham (1967) plus a polarization field with a=27.28, A=O.446 and ko= 1.5. 
For the evaluation of the scattering amplitude for Kr and Xe we have found i t  
sufficient to include phaseshifts up to 1=20. It turned out that relativistic effects are 
only important for the lowest angular momenta (l<3),  so that for l a 4  we have restricted 
ourselves to solving the Dirac equation only for positive x and to using 6-i- ,  =6, in 
that case. 
In the DI cross section (3.1 1) we have described the target valence electrons from 
the filled s and p subshells by a common hydrogenic Is wavefunction with a Slater- 
screened effective charge Ze5 (ZCR=2.O6 for Kr and 1.65 for Xe). The corresponding 
binding energy is set equal to A such that AE; = A + &/2 and the sum over n is replaced 
by the number Nv=8 of valence electrons. We have tested this approximation for Xe 
by using Roothaan Hartree-Fock wavefunctions (Clementi and Roetti 1974) for the s 
and p valence states with the respective experimental binding energies. These functions 
are no longer orthogonal to the Coulomb waves (calculated with Zc5) used for the final 
states $, hence we took plane waves for q: in the comparison between the Hartree- 
Fock functions and the hydrogenic ones. Our results from using a scaled Is function 
multiplied by N, differ from the cross section obtained by summing the s and p state 
contributions, calculated with the Hktree-Fock functions, by only about 5%. The 
success of the scaled hydrogenic function is of course related to the fact that one has 
filled valence subshells and that (3.1 1) implies an integration over all final target contin- 
uum states &. Consequently the details of the initial state momentum distributions are 
of minor importance. 
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4. Results and discussion 
The measured electron spectra contain contributions from both projectile and target 
electron emission. There is no pronounced structure in the angular distribution of the 
target ionization except for the 'electron capture to continuum' peak at B f c o " ,  Ecusp= 
Epm./mp (Crooks and Rudd 1970) and the 'binary encounter peak' (BEP) near EBEp= 
4Ecusp cos2 €!,in the forward hemisphere (61'90"). As can be seen for example in figure 
2(b) the 'pure' target ionization for proton impact is largest for very low electron 
energies E,+ 0 but is always at least one order of magnitude smaller than the projectile 
ionization, for electron energies greater than 150 eV, so its contribution to the measured 
spectra is rather insignificant making an explicit subtraction unnecessary. 
When the projectile carries an electron (Ha) a peak produced by those electrons lost 
by the projectile dominates the spectra near EcUp (figure 2(a)). At B,%Oo the electrons 
are lost into the projectile continuum and thus the peak remains cusp shaped. For 
Ho (0.5 MeV) -> Kr 






Figure 2. Absolute doubly differential cross sections for ( U )  Ho and (6) H' impact on Kr. 
Here and in subsequent figures the impact energy is 0.5 MeV. 
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larger, but still forward, emission angles the intensity of this ELP decreases with increas- 
ing emission angle eventually having fallen by about two orders of magnitude at 
@x60"; also the peak becomes rounded. In the backward hemisphere this tendency is 
reversed and the loss peak grows again reaching a maximum at 180". However this 
growth is not necessarily smooth as in the case of Ar (Kuzel et al 1992) but can show 
maxima and minima. For Kr  there is an important maximum near 8,zz 120" and a 
minimum at 135". A second minimum predicted by our theory to be near 80" is unfortun- 
ately not accessible to our spectrometer. In figure 3 we have selected four particular 
t 
0 100 200 300 400 500 100 200 300 400 500 
Energy Et [eV] 
Figure 3. Doubly differential cross sections for @ + Kr, electron emission angles 8,=40', 
IZO", 140" and 150": 0, experiment, singles data; -. lheory, EIA, SI; -. -, theory, 
ejection angles foi the Ha + Kr system in order to compare our measured and theoretical 
DDCS. The shape of the energy distributions is well reproduced at all angles except for 
the lowest electron energies where we know the data suffer from an unwanted contribu- 
tion due to the target ionization. Theory and experiment also compare well on an 
absolute scale except at the largest angles where the data lie above the theory. 
Before discussing the comparison between our theoretical singly differential cross 
section (SDCS) and experiments we use our theory to calculate the elastic scattering cross 
section for free electrons by Kr and test it against the exact calculation of McCarthy el 
a1 (1977) at 300 eV impact energy. From figure 4(a) we see that our calculation can 
reproduce the essential features of the McCarthy result, particularly the Ramsauer- 
Townsend minima. Further, there are only slight changes when, instead of 300 eV, the 
electron impact energy is set to 273 eV. This corresponds to the mean velocity of the 
electron carried in by the Ho projectile. 
To obtain an experimental yield for electron loss (figure 4(6)) we compute SDCS 
(du/dSLf) by integrating the doubly differential electron spectra over the energy range 
EIA, SIfDI .  
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Figure 4. (a) Elastic scattering of free electrons on Kr: -, McCarthy et a/ (1977) at 
300 eV; - - -, present theory at 300 eV, using model potential; , , I ., present theory at 
273eV. ( b )  SDCS for HO-Kr: A ,  experiment. DDO integrated over the range 
150 < E,<400 eV; -, theory, EIA, SI; - . -, theory, EIA. SI t DI. (c )  SDCS for Hi - Kr, 
experiment. 
150-400 eV. The singly differential cross sections ( I  50 eV < E,<400 eV) for HI + Kr 
are shown in figure 4(c) .  Comparison between figures 4(b)  and ( c )  shows that the cross 
sections for electron loss in this peak region are at least one order of magnitude larger 
than ‘pure’ target ionization for almost every emission angle. Therefore we can neglect 
the target electron contribution near the ELP maximum. The unwanted signal in the 
singly differential cross sections (da/dO,) caused by ‘pure’ target ionization is less than 
10% except around 6,~550“ where the BEP is large and shifted into the ELP energy 
region. Due to this target ionization we will slightly overestimate the experimental 
values of the cross sections for projectile ionization. In these SDCS the pronounced 
intensity variations at backward angles are more clearly seen than in the profile of the 
DDCS ridge. To obtain the theoretical SDCS the elastic scattering cross section of figure 
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4(a) has first to be folded with the Compton profile of the bound projectile electron. 
This leads to a damping and a slight shift of the Ramsauer-Townsend minima. This EIA 
calculation shows good agreement with the experimental data in the forward hemisphere 
except that it must not be used at O,C20" (since the EIA uses a final target scattering 
state it can never reproduce the cusp). For projectile electron emission in the backward 
hemisphere the deviations from theory are larger, even when the DL contribution is 
included in the theory. As has been found for the comparable, but less asymmetric, 
collision system H'(0.5 MeV) + Ar (Kuzel el a/ 1992) the doubly inelastic process gains 
importance at backward angles. 
240 8 t 
40 , , , , , , , , 
L 
0 40 80 120 160 
Observation Angle e, 
Figure 5. (a) Position of the electron loss peak maximum for U'- Kr. (b)FWHM of the 
electron loss peak: 0. experiment: -, theory, EIA, SI; -. -, theory, EIA, SI t DI. 
In figures 5(a) and (b) we show the position and the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of the ELP in the measured Kr spectra. At the angles associated with the 
Ramsauer-Townsend minima we see a shift of the peak position as large as 50 eV and 
a strong increase of its width. Close to the forward direction the peak width becomes 
very small. This is due to electron loss into a continuum state of the projectile. 
The SI theory describes the variations in the peak position rather well. This is also 
true for the peak width at backward angles. However, the experimental FWHM at angles 
between 30" and 90" is underestimated by theory even when the DI contribution is 
included. The very strong variations in the peak position and width predicted by the 
DI theory-wphich even exhibits two peaks near 14O"-are probably an artefact resulting 
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Figure 6. DDCS for Ho +Xe, electron emission angles Sf= 140". 160" and 170". Legend as 
figure 3. 
from the peaking approximation in (3.1 I ) .  Without such an approximation the DI 
structures are expected to be damped by the additional integration. 
Additionally we measured absolute doubly differential cross sections (d2u/dEldQl) 
for the more strongly asymmetric H'(0.S MeV) --* Xe system. In figure 6 we show three 
spectra for backward angles. The ELP at 140" is well described by the sum of the SI and 
DI contributions, but at 160" and 170" agreement only occurs over a limited range of 
energies. These two angles are particularly close to a predicted Ramsauer-Townsend 
minimum and it is possible that the DI part of the theory is failing here due to the 
peaking approximation. 
Again we extracted singly differential cross sections (da/dQ,) by integrating over 
the range 150eV<E/<400eV. Figure 7 shows the SDCS, the peak position and peak 
width from collisions with this Xe target. To date we are only able to show the compari- 
son between theory and experiment for the case of the SDCS. A proper comparison for 
peak position and FWHM requires better statistics for our DDCS at angles other than 
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Figure 7. ( a )  SDCS for XC target. H' projectile: A .  Figure 8. ( a )  SDCS, (b)  electron loss peak position, 
experiment. DDCS integrated over the range (e)  WHM for an Ar target. The same symbols are 
150<€,<400 eV; -, EIA, SI; -. -. R A ,  SI+ DI. used as in figure 1 but, in addition. coincidence data 
e- elastic scattering at 300 eV ~ - - -, McCarlhy el a1 are shown as full symbols. 
(1977). (6) and (e), width and peak position. Legend 
as figure 5 .  
the three shown in figure 6(a). We see, however, that theory is now predicting three 
Ramsauer-Townsend minima together with their associated strong variations in peak 
position and width. Moreover, the inclusion of the DI channel is particularly important 
at angles greater than 50" for this heavy target. 
5. Conclusion 
We have measured absolute doubly differential cross sections for electron emission 
occurring in strongly asymmetric collisions of the simplest electron carrying projectile 
HO. From these data we can extract singly differential cross sections for projectile 
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ionization. When we compare the SDCS for the Kr and Xe targets (figures 4(b),  7(a) 
with that previously measured for the Ar target at the same collision velocity (figure 
( 8 4 )  we see that at forward angles the absolute cross sections are very similar for all 
systems. At larger angles, however, the SDCS does not vary smoothly with angle as it 
does for the light He target (KovBr et al 1988). In contrast it shows an increasing 
number of Ramsauer-Townsend minima as we pass down the periodic table. Associated 
with these minima are variations in the position and width of the electron loss peak. 
While for the Ar target these variations are rather modest (figure 8(6, c))-such that 
they could not be identified within the experimental error in earlier investigations (Kovkr 
et al 1983, 1988)-they are very prominent for Kr and are predicted to be even more 
violent in the case of Xe. 
The measurements and calculations presented in this work demonstrate that project- 
ile ionization occurring in strongly asymmetric atom-atom collisions can be interpreted 
as an elastic scattering of ‘quasi‘-free electrons by the target potential. The electron 
impact approximation uses this as the frame for a quantum mechanical formalism, 
representing the ‘quasi’-free character of the projectile electrons by the Compton profile. 
The features arising from this basic idea show convincing agreement of experimental and 
theoretical data even on an absolute scale. The inclusion of doubly inelastic processes is 
important, particularly for the heavy Xe target, although at backward angles our DI 
results may not be very accurate because of the peaking approximation involved. In 
principle, the precision of the present singles-mode experiments for K r  and Xe can be 
improved by recording the charge state of the transmitted projectile in coincidence with 
the emitted electrons. From the case of Ar where this has been done (figure 8) it is 
clear that a coincidence experiment will preserve the essential results of this new work. 
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